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He is a player who wins due to his size,
being able to dispute aerial duel with
his 1.91 m and great jumping
technique (leveraging his low body
potency). Also, thorough his timing y
heading technique, he aims his
headers. It makes him an offensive
reference for the direct play. He takes
advantages on set piece situations.

When pressing high, he can surprise
with his long stride, by switching his
path and advancing many meters in
just a few steps. He is intense when
marking and dominates defensive
knowledge to push the rival to the side
and forcing a clearance. He knows how
to make slide tackles to recover the
ball.

He often drops back to get in touch
with the associative system and create
outside triangles or support a wall pass.
He possesses good reading and
interpretation of situations to know
when to act. Before deciding, he uses
his screening to play faster, something
vital when talking about players with his
size.

AERIAL GAMEL HIGH PRESSURE SUPPORTS AND RELAYS



He places his body to avoid get rid off
the ball, using low body and protecting
it. His technical and tactical capacity
allows him to associate with his back to
the goal, dominating variety of passes
and choosing well where and who to
pass. Due to this reason, he can receive
the ball near the box and frequently get
in the associative circuit. He also can
generate fouls in dangerous areas.

He is capable of dynamize the
associative circuit when getting in play,
since he dominates some concepts
such as superiority (numerical,
positional, socio-affective, etc). Then he
looks for linking with his teammates by
switching the field to find out the free
man. Even though he remains in
between the centre-backs, his mobility
in intuitive to keep connecting passes.

His biotype makes him win the majority
of duels he deals with. In static battle,
he places himself very well to not being
get rid off the ball. Then, he gets away
from the defender by his long stride in
a 1v1 duel. He also can condition the
rival to avoid ground challenges for the
risk of being injured, which gives more
time and space to think for him.

BACK PLAY OFFENSIVE DYNAMISM GROUND CHALLENGES 
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